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The Mastery Club is a prize-winning novel about five students who form a club to support each other

in achieving their goals and dreams. Led by an unusual green-haired girl called Nina and her

lovable 'Nuncle', they learn success principles and practical tools such as goal-setting, visualisation,

affirmations and treasure-mapping. A page-turning story for all ages that inspires and empowers.
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The cover of this book gives you a hint of what's inside - a smile-inducing story with some "Hmmm"

moments that is truly enjoyable. The main characters are simply adorable - with a lot of great

qualities and an honesty that is quite a normal part of their age group. Much of what they discuss

(and learn) in this book could be applied to not only a teenager's life, but an adults! "Every thought

you think has power..." - I remember hearing that a LOT when I was a kid, from my Mother, who I

think would have loved this book as much as I do.



Disguised as a book for children - this is a great read for people of all ages! There would not be a

better gift than to give a copy of this enriching book to those you care about. Destined to become a

classic!

Wow! Thank you so much for these wonderful stories - they are amazing! I love them both, I just

couldn't put them down. Truly marvelous stories that explain universal principles so simply and

beautifully - I even had tears of gratitude for the many ah-ha moments. The interaction of the

different character personalities and the very real personal problems and challenges they faced

brought everything to life.I understand the books are written primarily for young people, but I learned

so much I felt like they were written just for me. It was as though you read my mind - every time I

had a question, one of the characters would ask it! Your explanation of universal principles and the

visualization and manifestation process was so clear and easy to understand I just couldn't help but

create my own new vision board right away.My wife was equally inspired. She's read the first book

twice and when I showed her the second she was so excited I think she read it in one sitting!Thank

you so much for creating and sharing these wonderful stories and ideas. I know they will make a

difference in many young people's lives - they've already made a profound difference in mine.With

immense gratitude, Bruce

The Mastery Club is an inspiring read for both children and adults. The fictional story about a group

of friends whose lives are changed by a fascinating new student at their school, Nina, offers many

valuable lessons about goal setting and how to make your dreams come true. The novel differs from

other young adult fiction in that it leaves you feeling motivated and wanting to apply The Mastery

club principles in your own life. Liliane's diverse group of characters are relatable and each of their

stories make you wanting more after you've finished reading. Its a book that children and teenagers

could constantly go back and look at for guidance when they are feeling a little uninspired and I

would recommend it to anyone!

The Mastery Club is a very engaging and elucidating book for older primary school children and

young teenagers. The principles of life, which it is based on, are explained in an interesting,

readable, enthusiastic, and encouraging way. It is a book that you would want your children and

young teenagers to have on their shelf. And it is a book that you would want them to learn from.

Liliane is a very good writer, with a great love of children, their education, their enrichment, and the

development of their souls. Thank you Liliane.



A truly brilliant book, this will inspire kids of all ages to reach their goals and realise their potential.

Interestingly, I still refer back to it as an adult!A gem of a book!Already given copies to three of my

friends.

My 11 year old daughter and I read this book together and thoroughly enjoyed it. Although I have

read many books on related topics, this was the first one I have seen for and about kids. It was

empowering and the characters endearing.

This is an incredible book written for young people. It offers a step-by-step approach to mastering

your own mind and therefore destiny, entwined in a fascinating story which appeals to teenagers

and adults alike! It encompasses strategies which many adults have already learned but most likely

have not yet made enough use of in their lives. Hence, this book will also awaken the spirit of adults

too! It's the kind of book you will want to buy copies of for all the young adults amongst your family

and friends, to ensure that they develop inner-confidence and true success.
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